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Artificial Chemistry on Small-world Networks
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A method to simulate molecular reactions with a graph whose nodes represent molecules or atomic modules
and whose edges represent the bond/contact relation is proposed. The graph is updated by two actions: passive
rewiring of contact edges that gives the graph a small-world property and active rewiring by active nodes’ programs
that rewire bond and contact edges. As an example, the partitioning of a network is successfully simulated.

1. Introduction

One of the most important properties of artificial life

models is spatial representation. The information space of

a modern computer – the sequence of data words addressed

with integer numbers – is far from the Euclidean liquid

space wherein biological molecules move and interact. To

compensate for this difference and realize molecular inter-

actions in a computational medium, several artificial infor-

mation space models have been proposed: one dimensional

space of Tierra [Ray 92] or SeMar [Suzuki 99a, Suzuki 99b],

two dimensional space of Avida [Adami and Brown 94,

Adami et al. 00] or Amoeba [Pargellis 01], lattice mod-

els by Ono, Madina et al. [Ono and Ikegami 99,

Ono and Ikegami 01, Madina et al. 03], and Speroni’s pla-

nar graph [Speroni di Fenizio et al. 01]. Despite having

merits, these one, two, or three dimensional artificial

spaces do not satisfy all of the conditions for the emer-

gence of complex interaction between computational ob-

jects [Suzuki et al. 03].

In a living cell, the movement of biological molecules is

based on diffusion processes. After accomplishing a reac-

tion, a molecule moves after being influenced by the forces of

other molecules, collides with molecules, and finally meets

its next molecule with which it will react. Such molecular

movement can be modeled with mathematical expression

that specifies the interval and order of molecular collisions;

hence, if we were able to devise a mathematical model that

has the same properties as molecular collisions, then, we

would be able to simulate molecular interaction more ab-

stractly.

Based upon this notion, we propose a new model of ar-

tificial chemistry called “Network-based Artificial Chem-

istry” (NAC) that represents molecular interaction by a

graph whose nodes express molecules or atomic modules

in macromolecules and whose edges express contact (colli-

sions) or bonds between molecules. The graph is modeled

using ‘small-world’ networks which include many more clus-

ters than random networks [Watts and Strogatz 98]. While

the contact edges are passively rewired according to a lo-
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cal rewiring rule that emulates molecular collisions in liq-

uid, the contact and bond edges are actively rewired by the

active nodes’ functional programs. To test the ability of

the NAC, we conducted an experiment on the partitioning

of a hydrophilic cluster by passive rewiring of hydrophilic

and hydrophobic contact edges and active molecule splitase.

The resultant graphs are visualized in figures.

After presenting the local rewiring rule for updating con-

tact edges, the basic model for the NAC is given. Then, ex-

perimental results, closing remarks, and some conclusions

are given.

2. Passive Rewiring Rule

Collisions between biological molecules are strongly influ-

enced by the dimensionality and the structure of the space

in which the molecules are moving. Generally speaking, the

closer molecules are to each other, the more likely they are

to collide with each other; hence, we can naturally assume

that after colliding with molecule B, molecule A will make

contact with molecules that have been in contact with B or

other molecules that have been in contact with A.

The rewiring rule used in this paper is based on this

conjecture. We describe the molecules’ contact relation by

undirected edges. At every time step, a starting node and

its adjacent node, stopping node, is randomly chosen from

the network, and the edge between them is eliminated. Be-

fore eliminating it, a new stopping node is randomly cho-

sen from nodes that have a distance of two to the start-

ing node, creating a new undirected edge. When repeated,

this rewiring process increases the cluster coefficient C of a

graph while keeping the average path length L constant,

creating a small-world network [Watts and Strogatz 98].

A similar rewiring procedure has already been proposed

which focused on an acquaintance network in human so-

ciety [Davidsen et al. 02]. A typical change of C and L by

the present rule is shown in Fig. 1.

3. Molecular Interaction in the NAC

In an actual biological cell, molecular activities are gov-

erned by four different kinds of forces: covalent, ionic, hy-

drogen, and van der Waals, listed in descending order of

strength [Alberts et al. 94]. (Roughly speaking, a cova-
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図 1: Cluster coefficient (C) and average path length (L) as a

function of the rewiring number (t). The initial graph is random

where the node number N = 200 and the average degree K = 10.

After t exceeds the edge number NK/2 = 1000, C grows much

larger than the random graph’s theoretical value K/N = 0.05,

while L is kept equal to the random graph’s value log N/ log K =
2.3.

lent bond is ten times stronger than an ionic bond, an

ionic bond is ten times stronger than an hydrogen bond,

and so on.) Specifically, the hydrogen bond is a key

force for various interactions between molecules. The es-

tablishment of many hydrogen bonds between two macro-

molecules produces strong adhesion. Moreover, hydrogen

bonds between water molecules and chemicals cause a hy-

drophilic/hydrophobic interaction and a partitioning of the

solvent space.

On the analogy of these forces, we prepared four kinds of

edges in the network: two kinds of directed edges for bonds,

covalent (cv[ ]) and hydrogen (hy[ ]), and two kinds of undi-

rected edges for contact, hydrophilic (il[ ]) and hydrophobic

(ob[ ]). (il and ob were named after particular letters to

distinguish from ‘hydrophILic’ and ‘hydrophOBic’.) Here,

cv[ ], etc. are node lists owned by each node. In the fol-

lowing, the rewiring of edges is always represented by the

local modification of the content of the node lists. In this

paper, the maximum sizes of cv[ ] and hy[ ] are always fixed

at Cp = 2 and Hp = 3, respectively. (Cp is an abbreviation

of ‘cv pointer’ whose first letter is capitalized to indicate

that it stores the maximum value.) On the other hand, the

maximum sizes of il[ ] and ob[ ], Ip and Op, are set to Ip = ∞
and Op = 0 for a hydrophilic node and Ip = 0 and Op = ∞
for a hydrophobic node, reflecting the ‘hydro-property’ of a

node.

We prepared active and passive nodes in NAC. A passive

node has the node lists plus a string representing its atomic

constitution (sa) and an integer representing molecular sta-

tus (ta). An active node has the node lists, sa and ta, plus

several working registers for strings, integers, or nodes and

its own program.

At every time step, the molecular graph is updated by

the operation of active nodes and passive rewiring. In the

active operation, every active node’s program is decoded

and executed. These operations not only modify its own

working registers but also change the status (integer) or

bond/contact edges of nearby nodes, which causes a molec-

ular reaction or the transportation of nodes. In passive

rewiring, we applied the local rewiring rule described in the

previous section to the contact edges in il[ ] and ob[ ]. Al-

though a deleted edge is randomly chosen regardless of the

hydro-property of the node pair, if the hydro-properties of

a created edge’s node pair are in conflict with each other,

the rewiring is canceled. (A hydrophilic node cannot have

node information in ob[ ] and vice versa.) This forces the

network to obey the rules for hydrophilic/hydrophobic in-

teraction between molecules.

Through these operations, the bond relation in cv[ ] and

hy[ ] is modified only by active operations, whereas the con-

tact relation in il[ ] and ob[ ] is modified by both active and

passive operations. This can be compared to biomolecu-

lar interaction in which molecular bonds cannot be rewired

without enzymes, whereas molecular contact can be up-

dated probabilistically by Brownian motions without cata-

lysts.

4. Experiments

A lipid is an amphipathic molecule composed of hy-

drophilic and hydrophobic parts, and when it agglomerates,

it constitutes a sheet so that hydrophobic parts will not be

in contact with water (solvent). According to recent dis-

coveries in molecular biology [Alberts et al. 94], the inside

and outside sheets of a lipid bilayer have different phospho-

lipids (hydrophilic parts); hence, the biological membrane

is asymmetrical.

In this experiment, we described a lipid with a pair of

nodes, hydrophilic and hydrophobic, bonded by cv[ ]. Ac-

cording to strings stored in the sa, the hydrophilic nodes of

the pairs are classified as inner or outer, by which a partic-

ular hydrophobic enzyme named splitase actively cuts hy-

drophilic contact bonds between a hydrophilic node that

might belong to the inside of the membrane and a hy-

drophilic node that might belong to the outside of the mem-

brane.

To test the possibility that lipid pairs might constitute

a membrane in NAC, we conducted a number of experi-

ments with a network including free nucleotide, lipid pairs,

and splitase. Starting from a random network, we updated

the network with the rules described in the previous sec-

tion while visualizing the structure of the network. From

these experiments, we observed that the complete partition-

ing of a hydrophilic cluster cannot take place unless passive

rewiring works on the network, the splitase program is prop-

erly designed, and the numbers of lipid pairs and splitase are

appropriately adjusted. Figure 2 shows a typical success-

ful run of these experiments where the initially-connected

hydrophilic subgraph is partitioned into two isolated sub-

graphs after about ten thousand time steps. We can con-

clude from these results that under appropriate conditions,

NAC can represent the partitioning of a hydrophilic region

by lipid molecules through the passive rewiring that facili-

tates the occurrence of clusters and the active rewiring by
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図 2: A typical run of the partitioning of the hydrophilic cluster in a NAC cell that has a total of 200 nodes and an average hy-

drophilic/hydrophobic degree of 10/20, respectively. The network includes 30 lipid pairs (15 inside and 15 outside), 40 nodes of splitase,
and 100 free nucleotides. (a) snapshot at t=3000 and (b) t=10000. Thin black edges represent hydrophilic contact, and thin red edges

represent hydrophobic contact. Yellow nodes are hydrophilic nucleotides, blue/green nodes are hydrophilic parts of lipid, red nodes are
hydrophobic parts of lipid, and pink nodes are splitase.
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the splitase.

5. Discussion

A new method of spatial representation for artificial

chemistry was proposed. Using a local rewiring rule that

increases clusters, NAC can describe the passive transporta-

tion of molecules by diffusion as well as molecular reactions

or active transportation by enzymic molecules. The ability

of NAC was demonstrated using an experiment for domain

partitioning.

We discuss several conclusions and possible future exten-

sions of NAC in the following section.

5.1 Flexibility to represent molecular move-
ment:

A graph is a purely mathematical framework that can

represent a variety of molecular interactions. Being obvi-

ated from the limitation of the rigidness of previous physical

space models, NAC expresses both strong and weak inter-

actions between artificial molecules or atomic modules in

a unifying manner. This might enable NAC to represent

the following molecular movement or activities in a cell:

partitioning a reaction domain by semi-permeable mem-

brane, freely changing the number of symbols/molecules

in a cell, mingling between the partitioned compartments,

transportation of signal molecules in or between compart-

ments, random rearrangement of symbols, and selective

transportation of symbols by active molecules. These ac-

tivities are equivalent to the latter half of the ten neces-

sary conditions for an artificial environment presented in

[Suzuki et al. 03], suggesting that NAC might be a promis-

ing approach for constructing an artificial environment for

the evolution of complex forms of life.

5.2 Future extensions:
The following research topics are left for future stud-

ies: implementing a ‘folding’ mechanism which changes a

polynucleotide into a single active molecule and makes an

active node program from the string sequence of a polynu-

cleotide; enabling a NAC cell to self-reproduce by putting

the replicating and partitioning molecules into a single cel-

lular network and synchronizing their activities; mathemat-

ically analyzing molecular diffusion in a liquid space, and

examining the plausibility of the passive rewiring rule of

NAC.
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